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history of germany wikipedia - the discovery of the homo heidelbergensis mandible in 1907 affirms archaic human
presence in germany by at least 600 000 years ago the oldest complete set of hunting weapons ever found anywhere in the
world was excavated from a coal mine in sch ningen lower saxony between 1994 and 1998 eight 380 000 year old wooden
javelins between 1 82 and 2 25 m 5 97 and 7 38 ft in length were, history of europe revolution and the growth of history of europe revolution and the growth of industrial society 1789 1914 developments in 19th century europe are
bounded by two great events the french revolution broke out in 1789 and its effects reverberated throughout much of europe
for many decades world war i began in 1914 its inception resulted from many trends in european society culture and
diplomacy during the late 19th, history hist 2018 19 undergraduate catalog - head of department professor christopher
clark department office room 121 wood hall major requirements 1100 the historian as detective three credits uses historical
documents focusing on a single incident in the past to reconstruct what happened and why emphasizes development of
historical, long 19th century european history from 1789 to 1917 prof - few periods of history are so captivatingly
complex as europe s 19th century the often broadly defined period from the french revolution to world war i that formed the
foundation of the modern world these lectures enable you to take an enormous stride toward understanding this turbulent
and important era and its effect on peasants workers the middle class aristocrats women and minorities, culture of
germany history people clothing traditions - identification the name germany is derived from the latin word germania
which at the time of the gallic war 58 51 b c e was used by the romans to designate various peoples occupying the region
east of the rhine the german language name deutschland is derived from a germanic root meaning volk or people, fashion
under the french revolution 1789 to 1802 - 1789 fashion in paris before the taking of the bastille mademoiselle berthin
1791 fashion under the french revolution 1794 fashion reverts to the greek and roman period disappearance of louis xvi
costumes paleness in vogue beauties la psyche varieties of hair dressing, history all about switzerland - federal charter
1291 about 1230 a new technology allowed to suspend catwalks in steep rocks so the sch llenen canyon in uri central
switzerland a major obstacle on the direct way between germany and italy could be overcome and the route between
western germany basel lucerne and milan italy could be opened, congress of vienna goals significance definition congress of vienna assembly in 1814 15 that reorganized europe after the napoleonic wars it began in september 1814 five
months after napoleon i s first abdication and completed its final act in june 1815 shortly before the waterloo campaign and
the final defeat of napoleon the settlement was the most comprehensive treaty that europe had ever seen, lecture 1 on the
intellectual history of modern europe - lecture 1 random thoughts on the intellectual history of 20th century europe how
na ve the glad and confident hope of a century ago that the advance of science and the general extension of education
assured the progressive perfection of society seems to us today
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